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MQDF Retrained on Selected Sample Set

Yanwei WANG†a), Student Member, Xiaoqing DING†b), and Changsong LIU†c), Nonmembers

SUMMARY This letter has retrained an MQDF classifier on the retrain-
ing set, which is constructed by samples locating near classification bound-
ary. The method is evaluated on HCL2000 and HCD Chinese handwriting
sets. The results show that the retrained MQDF outperforms MQDF and
cascade MQDF on all test sets.
key words: MQDF retraining, sample selection, sample number regular-
ization, Chinese handwriting recognition

1. Introduction

Offline Chinese handwriting recognition is considered as
one of the most challenging problems in pattern recogni-
tion. It has been extensively studied in the past decade due
to its wide applications and commercial needs. There are
two dominant kinds of recognition methods namely genera-
tive method and discriminative method.

Among various generative methods, modified quadratic
discriminant function (MQDF) [1] is one of the most repre-
sentative one with excellent performance yet low compu-
tational complexity. However for free style handwriting,
with large variability in character shapes and appearances
samples do not satisfy Gaussian distribution strictly. As a
result, MQDF estimated with maximum likelihood could
not achieve the optimal classification performance. On one
hand, the improvement could be made by adjusting MQDF
parameters under discriminative principles, such as mini-
mum classification error (MCE) [2]. Due to large compu-
tational complexity on large scale classification tasks, MCE
leaves covariance matrix of MQDF not adjusted. That is
bound to result in suboptimal discriminative learning. Here-
after, MCE based MQDF is improved through combination
with compound Mahalanobis function (CMF) [3]. On the
other hand, multi-Gaussian model shows capability to deal
with non-Gaussian distribution problem. Gaussian mixture
model (GMM) [4] is common used. It has been theoretically
proved [5] that GMM could approach to any probability dis-
tribution if there are enough mixtures. As mixtures increase
in the number, parameters of GMM will be doubled and re-
doubled. In practice, samples obtained are limited. It will
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lead to over fitted problem since too many parameters esti-
mated on relatively small sample set. Fu [6] has proposed
discriminative cascade MQDF, in which two MQDFs are
trained and cascaded together. It has improved performance
of MQDF effectively but still could not avoid small sample
size problem.

Different from generative methods, support vector ma-
chine (SVM) [7], [8] avoids probability distribution assump-
tion and directly learns classification boundary. It performs
excellent in small category classification tasks by solving a
quadratic programming problem. However, SVM is time
consuming, especially in high dimensional feature space.
Although Platt [9] has proposed a low complexity version
of SVM, in large category classification problems computa-
tional complexity and model storages are still unacceptable.

Discriminative model’s successful application in small
category classification indicates that samples near classifi-
cation boundary could provide important references for de-
termining classification boundary. Based on this idea, this
letter has retrained an MQDF denoted as rMQDF on a se-
lected retraining set. Samples close to classification bound-
ary are selected and added to the retraining set, and samples
not selected will be discarded. The number of selected sam-
ples is regularized by a constant in order to combat against
performance degradation resulting from small sample size
problem. Compared with traditional MQDF, rMQDF assim-
ilates discriminative information at the cost of recognizing
the whole training set. Compared with cascade MQDF clas-
sifiers, rMQDF avoids small sample size problem by regu-
larization technique and has low recognition complexity.

2. Offline Chinese Character Recognition System

The block diagram of retraining an MQDF is shown in
Fig. 1. The traditional MQDF based recognition system
consists of discriminant analysis, MQDF parameter estima-
tion with maximum likelihood. Apart from traditional parts,
recognizing training set, discriminant analysis and retrain-
ing MQDF are added to new system. The former is designed
to help to construct a retraining set and the later two aim
to learn a boosted MQDF classifier. The new added pro-
cessing makes it possible that MQDF is improved with low
recognition complexity. Firstly, discriminative information
has been obtained by recognizing training set and applied
in sample selection. Secondly, sample distance measure are
consistent. The classifier used for sample selection is of the
same type as the retrained one since one sample recognized
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Fig. 1 Block diagram of offline Chinese character recognition system.

by different type classifiers will get different measurements.
This ensures that selected samples gain consistent impor-
tance for rMQDF. Thirdly, rMQDF could be learned more
accurately since it is trained on samples close to classifi-
cation boundary yet traditional MQDF does not take clas-
sification performance in consideration. Last but not the
least, no extra recognition complexity is added to rMQDF.
Training complexity of a MQDF classifier is denoted as Otr

and recognition complexity Ots. Both cascade MQDF and
rMQDF have trained two MQDF classifiers thus they have
the same training complexity equaling to 2Otr. For recogni-
tion, cascade MQDF recognizes a sample twice by two level
MQDFs and integrates the recognition results. Therefore its
recognition complexity is 2Ots. rMQDF gets approximately
the same recognition complexity as baseline MQDF equal-
ing to Ots.

3. Retraining Set Construction

The retraining set is constructed through sample selection.
A baseline MQDF is estimated on training set and recog-
nizes the training set. It outputs distance based recognition
results, based on which samples are selected according to
the following principles.

(1) Samples misclassified. These samples has come over
classification boundary and mixed with samples of the
other class. They are determined simply according to
recognized labels and groundtruth.

(2) Samples recognized correctly but close to classifica-
tion boundary. For some samples, recognition results
are correct but prone to be contaminated by noise and
parameter estimation bias since these samples are ex-
cessively close to the classification boundary. Gen-
eral recognition confidence [10], an effective measure-
ment for reliability of a recognition result is engaged as
Eq. (1) to filter these samples.

RC = 1 − d1/d2 (1)

Where d1 and d2 are distance measurements of the first
two candidates and satisfy d1 < d2. From a statis-
tical point of view, the higher the confidence is, the

Fig. 2 Number of retraining samples selected from HCL2000 training
set with different RC.

higher probability that one sample is recognized cor-
rectly with. The confidence approaches to zero under
the condition that d1 ≈ d2. It means the sample is rec-
ognized unstable and locates near classification bound-
ary. Generally, a constant threshold TH is predefined
and once RC is smaller than TH then the sample will
be added to retraining set. This rule is the same as the
one used in [6], in which determination of an effective
TH is also detailed.

(3) Sample number regularization. The number of selected
samples according to the forgoing two rules is denoted
as Nb. It differs greatly for different classes as illus-
trated in Fig. 2. Some classes have less than 100 sam-
ples only. For a specific class, if Nb is too small, MQDF
would be over fitted and deteriorates severely. To con-
quer this problem, retraining sample number of each
class is regularized by a constant Nmin. The constant
can be regarded as the least number of samples required
to train a relatively robust statistical classifier. For a
specific class, if Nb < Nmin, it indicates at least Nmin−Nb

samples are required additionally. Removed the prese-
lected Nb samples from training set, the rest samples
are sorted according to general recognition confidence
in ascending order. Then the preceding Nmin − Nb sam-
ples will be picked out and added to retraining set. If
Nb > Nmin, it means there are relatively enough sam-
ples, no further processing needs to be done. Noted that
Nmin should be carefully determined. To some extent,
it has close relation to variability in training samples of
the same class and will affect the overall recognition ac-
curacy. For bad writing style samples, large variability
presents in character shapes and appearances. There-
fore more training samples are needed to cover differ-
ent sample patterns. For good writing style samples,
sample variability is small. In the limited case if all
training samples are the same then most of the samples
are redundant and any one of them could represent all
sample patterns. Empirically, Nmin could be set rela-
tively smaller for good writing style samples and larger
for bad writing style samples.
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4. Experiments

The rMQDF is evaluated on Handwritten Character Library
2000 (HCL2000) and HCD, two Chinese handwriting sets
and compared with baseline MQDF and cascade MQDF.
HCL2000 is an already published character set [11]. It con-
tains 3755 simplified Chinese character classes and has 1000
subsets in total. Subsets from xx001 to xx700 are used as
training set and subsets from hh001-hh300 are testing set.
HCD sample sets are divided into 10 subsets and denoted
from HCD1 to HCD10. HCD4 and HCD9 are set up as test
sets, containing 100 × 3755 characters and 3755 characters
respectively. The other subsets are used as a training set,
which contains a total of 1877 × 3755 characters.

392 dimensional gradient feature [12] is extracted
from each normalized character image and projected onto
low dimensional subspace by linear discriminant analysis
(LDA) [13] and heteroscedastic linear discriminant anal-
ysis (HLDA) [14]. The MQDF classifier is denoted as
MQDF(nFD, nTD), where nFD is compressed feature di-
mensionality and nTD is the truncation dimension of covari-
ance matrix. In cascade MQDF, the first level classifier is the
baseline MQDF(128,32), and the second level classifier is
MQDF(144,44). In order to compared with cascade MQDF,
the baseline MQDF has been used to recognize training set
and exports distance based recognition results. Retraining
set is constructed by principles mentioned previously. Nmin

is optimized by testing serials Nmins on training set. On re-
training set MQDF(144,44) is trained with maximum likeli-
hood estimation.

4.1 Recognition Results

On HCL2000, the retraining set is constructed by RC = 0.23
and Nmin = 300. Several recognition algorithms have been
estimated on HCL2000 set. Table 1 lists the important
recognition results, where LDP is an abbreviation for local
discriminant projection. The results show that rMQDF out-
performs the other algorithms and obtains the highest accu-
racy up to 98.74% and 98.85% based on LDA and HLDA re-
spectively. Compared with improved version of MCE based
MQDF, rMQDF gets relatively higher recognition accuracy.

For HCD, the retraining set is selected by RC = 0.13
and Nmin = 600. The experimental results are shown in Ta-
ble 2. It indicates that on both of HCD test sets, rMQDF out-

Table 1 Important results on HCL2000 dataset.

Author Discriminant Method Recognition
analysis/learning rate (%)

Liu [15] - Matching >92.00
Zhang [17] LDP Nearest Neighbor 97.53
Long [16] LDA compact MQDF 98.12

Fu [6] LDA MQDF 98.54
Liu [3] LDA/MCE MQDF+CMF 98.56
Fu [6] LDA Cacade MQDF 98.70

Proposed LDA rMQDF 98.74
Proposed HLDA rMQDF 98.85

performs cascade MQDF and baseline MQDF. On HCD4,
baseline MQDF has already get the high accuracy. The ac-
curacy is improved again by cascade MQDF and rMQDF.
On HCD9, compared with baseline MQDF, relative error
rate has been decreased up to 35.39% and 32.21% for LDA
and HLDA respectively.

4.2 Performance Improvement Investigation

This experiment investigates how the performance of base-
line MQDF is improved. Recall from the process of retrain-
ing an MQDF, LDA and MQDF parameter estimation both
have close relation to the performance enhancement. In this
section, they are performed respectively on training set and
retraining set. Different combinations of them are employed
to train three MQDF classifiers. The first one is a case of
baseline MQDF, and LDA and MQDF are both learned on
training set. For the second MQDF, LDA is learned on train-
ing set while MQDF on retraining set. And the third one is
rMQDF. In all tests, nFD = 144, nTD = 44 and the other
parameters are specified the same as above section. Three
experiments are recorded as A, B and C respectively.

HCL2000 test set and HCD4 are regulated sample sets,
thus from a point of statistical view samples salsify inde-
pendent identically distribution on the whole. As shown in
Fig. 3, results on the both sets show that performance im-
provements mainly comes from MQDF retraining. HCD9 is
a set of free writing style and takes on more non-Gaussian
characteristics. LDA and MQDF trained on retraining set
both improved the performance but the latter gets more ap-
parently. As well known, the baseline MQDF under max-
imum likelihood estimation treats each sample in the same
way. Samples usually do not strictly satisfy Gaussian distri-
bution. The non-Gaussian part of samples account for only
a small part of training set and thus gain less concerns in
training process. These samples are prone to be recognized
unstable or misclassified. The sample selection scheme to
some extent is probable to make the assumed distribution

Table 2 Results on HCD dataset.

Test Discriminant Baseline Cascade rMQDF
set analysis MQDF (%) MQDF (%) (%)

HCD4 LDA 98.14 98.32 98.36
HCD4 HLDA 98.28 98.38 98.43
HCD9 LDA 89.29 91.96 93.08
HCD9 HLDA 91.40 93.18 94.17

Fig. 3 Comparisons of three training schemes of MQDF on HCL and
HCD test sets.
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moved towards these samples. In other words, rMQDF con-
cerns more about these samples. The results suggest that the
MQDF trained on retraining set contributes dominantly to
the performance improvement. It also reveals that to some
extent, rMQDF is more adaptable to non-Gaussian distribu-
tion.

5. Conclusion

This letter improved performance of MQDF by retraining
it on the selected retraining set. It is an alternative way at-
tempting to tackle non-Gaussian distribution problem. On
all character sets the retrained MQDF classifier obtained
a high recognition performance with low recognition com-
plexity. In future work, more theoretical investigation and
systematic analysis will be carried out.
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